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ABSTRACT The Internet of Health Things (IoHT) enables health devices to connect to the Internet and
communicate with each other, which provides the high-accuracy and high-security diagnosis result in the
medical area. As essential parts of the IoHT, computed tomography (CT) images help doctors diagnose dis-
ease. In the traditional disease diagnosing process, low-resolution medical CT images produce low-accuracy
diagnosis results for microlesions. Moreover, CT images can only provide 2D information about organs, and
doctors should estimate the 3D shape of a lesion based on experience. To solve these problems, we propose
a 3D reconstruction method for secure super-resolution computed tomography (SRCT) images in the IoHT
using deep learning. First, we use deep learning to obtain secure SRCT images from low-resolution images
in the IoHT. To this end, we adopt a conditional generative adversarial network (CGAN) based on the
edge detection loss function (EDLF) in the deep learning process, namely EDLF-CGAN algorithm. In
this algorithm, the CGAN is employed to generate SRCT images with luminance and contrast as the input
auxiliary conditions, which can improve the accuracy of super-resolution (SR) images. An EDLF is proposed
to consider the edge features in the generated SRCT images, which reduces the deformation of generated
image. Second, we apply the secure SR images generated from the deep learning method to perform 3D
reconstruction. An advanced ray casting 3D reconstruction algorithm that can reduce the number of rays by
selecting the appropriate bounding box is proposed. Compared with the traditional algorithm, the proposed
ray casting 3D reconstruction algorithm can reduce the time andmemory cost. The experimental results show
that our EDLF-CGAN has a better SR reconstruction effect than other algorithms via the indicators of the
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM). In addition, our advanced ray casting 3D
reconstruction algorithm greatly improves the efficiency compared with the traditional ray casting algorithm.

INDEX TERMS Conditional generative adversarial network, Internet of Health Things, 3D reconstruction,
super-resolution image, edge detection.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Health Things (IoHT) represents a con-
cept that connects physical devices, networking devices,
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intelligent devices and patient software applications [1], [2],
which enable these devices to collect and transfer medical
data. A patient can be remotely sensed via existing network
facilities, such as tracking patients’ wearable health equip-
ment and diagnosing disease using machine learning and
AI, which will send the doctors’ suggestions to patients.
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This approach is a new way to remotely diagnose patients
at home by IoHT. When patients have medical problems or
the states of a disease changes, the IoHT can reduce the time
required by patients to travel to the hospital and obtain an
immediate response. The IoHT would redefine healthcare
systems and advance the medical communication between
doctors and patients [3], [4].

When doctors remotely diagnose diseases in the IoHT, the
security of CT images in the transmission process is also a
very important factor [5], [6]. We assume that the proposed
3D reconstruction for super-resolution CT Images in this
paper is carried out under the premise of secure data trans-
mission in IoHT. The corresponding light weight security
technique will be employed to ensure the security of CT
image data. The image encryption technology is used in the
transmission process of CT images, which transforms 2D CT
image into one-dimensional data. In the client of the patient,
the CT image is encrypted by encryption key and it can be
decrypted according to the corresponding decryption key.

Besides, the accuracy of CT images seriously affects the
result of diagnosis. Low-resolution medical CT images will
produce low-accuracy diagnosis results formicrolesions. Fur-
ther, CT images cannot provide the 3D shape of an organ,
which hinders doctors’ diagnoses. Therefore, it is necessary
to combine super-resolution technology with a 3D recon-
struction algorithm to provide a more reliable basis for clin-
ical diagnosis and surgical planning. The super-resolution
technology of CT images can magnify the details of microle-
sions, which improves the accuracy of medical analysis.
On the other hand, 3D visualization technology can display
the actual morphology, which provides the overall structural
information of an organ.

Deep learning has become a controversial topic and is
extensively employed for 3D reconstruction of SRCT images
in the IoHT. A substantial amount of related literature
on this topic is available. Dong et al. [7] proposed the
super-resolution convolutional neural networks (SRCNN)
algorithm, which only applies one layer of convolution for
feature extraction. There is a problem that the extracted
features are local, thus the details cannot be recovered.
Kim et al. [8] proposed an SR reconstruction algorithm based
on the deeply recursive convolutional network (DRCN).
Each layer of the DRCN algorithm can receive information
from all previous layers. Zhang et al. [9] proposed a resid-
ual dense network (RDN), which adopts the residual dense
block (RDB) to extract abundant local features via dense con-
nected convolutional layers. The RDB further allows direct
connections from the state of the preceding RDB to all the
layers, which leads to a contiguous memory mechanism.
Haris et al. [10] proposed deep back-projection networks
(DBPN), which provide an error feedback mechanism for
projection errors at each stage. However, as the depth of the
network increases for these methods, the dimension of the
subsequent data will be very large, which can easily cause
memory error. Ledig et al. [11] proposed the super-resolution
generative adversarial network (SRGAN), which utilizes a

discriminator network that is trained to differentiate between
the super-resolved images and the original photo-realistic
images. The SRGANwill not generate numerous calculations
and ensures that finer texture details will be recovered.

In practice, there are many problems in the CT image
processing of deep learning in the IoHT. For example, the
data collection environment of a CT image will cause some
inevitable problems, such as the dark tone and poor contrast
of a CT image. Further, the accuracy of the edge features
and unreasonable texture in a CT image have a substantial
influence on the diagnosis of a disease. To solve these prob-
lems, we propose an EDLF-CGAN algorithm in the deep
learning process, which adopts the conditional generative
adversarial network (CGAN) [12] based on an edge detection
loss function (EDLF). The CGAN is employed to generate
SR images with luminance and contrast as input auxiliary
conditions, which can address the unreasonable texture and
improve the accuracy of SR images. An EDLF is proposed
to consider the edge features in the generated SRCT images,
which reduces the deformation of the generated image.

For the 3D reconstruction of CT images, the ray cast-
ing algorithm is a typical high-quality 3D reconstruction
method [13]. However, the traditional ray casting algorithm
has a large number of rays, which leads to a large time and
memory cost. This paper proposes an advanced ray casting
3D reconstruction algorithm, which can reduce the number
of rays by selecting an appropriate bounding box. We focus
on the 3D reconstruction of an organ (such as the heart, liver
and kidneys), which has a nearly spherical outline. Therefore,
the spherical bounding box is set according to the size of
the organ, and the rays that have no effect on the volume
rendering results are removed. Compared with the traditional
algorithm, the advanced ray casting 3D reconstruction algo-
rithm can reduce the time and memory cost.

The contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
a) We created a 3D reconstruction method for SRCT

images in the IoHT using deep learning. The evaluation
shows improvement in the CT disease diagnosis scenario.

b) We created the EDLF-CGAN algorithm in the deep
learning process. The CGAN adopts luminance and contrast
as input auxiliary conditions to generate SRCT images, which
can address the unreasonable texture and improve the accu-
racy. An EDLF is proposed to consider the edge features in
the generated SRCT images, which reduces the deformation
of the generated image.

c) We applied the SR images generated from the
deep learning method to perform a 3D reconstruction.
An advanced ray casting 3D reconstruction algorithm is pro-
posed, which can reduce the number of rays by selecting
an appropriate bounding box. Compared with the traditional
algorithm, the advanced ray casting 3D reconstruction algo-
rithm can reduce the time and memory cost.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II consist of two parts. Part A presents our
EDLF-CGAN algorithm in the deep learning process, and
Part B shows the advanced ray casting 3D reconstruction
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algorithm. In section III, we have designed and evaluated
an experiment in the IoHT, which contains the performance
experiment of the EDLF-CGAN algorithm and the advanced
ray casting 3D reconstruction algorithm. In section IV,
we have concluded our proposal with the scope of future
work.

II. OUR APPROACH
A. EDLF-CGAN SUPER-RESOLUTION RECONSTRUCTION
OF CT IMAGES
Due to the low-resolution medical CT images transmitted
by patients in the IoHT, it is often impossible to accurately
diagnose microlesions. Further, the data collection environ-
ment of the CT image will cause some inevitable problems
in practice, such as the dark tone and poor contrast of the CT
image [14]. To solve these problems, this paper proposes the
EDLF-CGAN algorithm in the deep learning process, which
adopts a conditional generative adversarial network that is
based on the edge detection loss function.

1) EDLF-CGAN ALGORITHM
Our goal is to reconstruct the SR image ISR from the low-
resolution (LR) input image ILR, and ISR is as close to the HR
image IHR as possible. In the training process of the EDLF-
CGAN, the ILR corresponds to the IHR for each image. This
paper adopts luminance and contrast as the input auxiliary
conditions, which corresponds to the HR image IHRLum and
IHRContrast .
In the preparation stage of a data set, the samples of HR

images are filtered by a Gaussian filter. r represents the
downsampling factor of super-resolution [15], and r = 4
is adopted to conduct a downsampling operation to obtain
the corresponding LR images. For the images with C chan-
nels [16], ILR is represented by a tensor of sizeW × H × C ,
and IHR and ISR are described by rW × rH × C .
The EDLF-CGAN consists of generator (G) and discrim-

inator (D) networks, and its goal is to obtain the generator
network G via training. By the input auxiliary conditions and
ILR, the generator network G can obtain the corresponding
IHR. Our goal is to make the generated HR image more simi-
lar to the original HR image. A feed-forward convolution neu-
ral network is trained [17], and its parameter set is θG|y , where
θG|y = {W1:L; b1:L} represents the weights W1:L and biases
b1:L of the L-layer network. The LR training images are
represented by ILRn|y (n = 1, . . . ,N ), and the corresponding
HR images are described as IHRn|y (n = 1, . . . ,N ), where the
subscript indicates the input auxiliary condition y andN is the
size of the training data set. ISR is the loss function [18] of
the EDLF-CGAN. The core objectives of the EDLF-CGAN
can be expressed by formula (1):

θ̂G|y = argmin
θG|y

1
N

N∑
n=1

lSR
(
GθG|y

(
ILRn|y
)
, IHRn|y

)
(1)

where θ̂G|y represent the parameters of the generator network.
According to formula (1), the goal of the EDLF-CGAN is

to produce the parameters θ̂G|y of the generator network.

Therefore, we obtain the SR image GG|y
(
ILRn|y

)
, which is

closest to the HR image IHRn|y and satisfies the input auxiliary
condition y.

2) NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
We adopt the U-Net architecture to perform concatenation
of the higher level and lower level feature maps by the skip
connection so that the pixel detail information at different
resolutions is retained. The generator of the EDLF-CGAN
adopts the symmetrical convolutional neural network struc-
ture, and the discriminator refers to the VGG network [19].

¬ GENERATOR
The front part of the generator is employed for feature extrac-
tion and nonlinear mapping of LR images. The latter part is to
reconstruct the corresponding HR images from the extracted
features. The generator adopts the fast up-convolutions [20]
to realize the 4× upsampling, which can greatly reduce the
checkerboard effect of the network. The generator magnifies
an image twice by upsampling, and each time it magnifies
2×. The convolution layer of the generator is followed by the
batch normalization layer and the activation function layer
of the parametric ReLU [21]. Figure1 shows the generator
structure of the EDLF-CGAN.

In Figure 1, the convolutional layer is represented by a
blue box, and the number of feature maps, strides and kernels
is shown at the top of the blue boxes. The stride convolu-
tional layer is applied for the downsampling operation and
represented by a purple box. The number of feature maps,
strides and kernels is shown at the bottom of the purple boxes.
The fast up-convolution is represented by an orange box, and
the number of feature maps, strides and kernels are shown
at the bottom of the orange boxes. The batch-normalization
layer is indicated by a yellow box, and the activation function
of the ReLU is represented by a green box.

Fast up-convolution adjusts the up-sampling operation to
make it more efficient. The convolution kernel with the orig-
inal size of 5 × 5 is reset to four small sizes: (a)3 × 3,
(b) 3×2, (c) 2×3, and (d) 2×2. By interleaving four feature
maps, the image can be magnified 2×. This operation can
greatly reduce the checkerboard effect caused by traditional
de-convolution and upsampling.

 DISCRIMINATOR
The discriminator structure of the EDLF-CGAN is shown in
Figure 2. The convolutional layer is represented by a blue
box, and the number of feature maps, strides and kernels are
shown at the top of the blue boxes. The batch normalization
is indicated by a gray box. The activation function of the
Leaky ReLU is a nonlinear activation function with the slope
parameter α = 0.2, which is represented by a pink box. The
global average pooling [22] is represented by a purple box.
The sigmoid function [23] is shown at the last layer of the
network and represented by an orange box.
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FIGURE 1. Generator structure of EDLF-CGAN with corresponding number of feature maps (n), strides (s) and kernels.

FIGURE 2. Discriminator structure of EDLF-CGAN with corresponding number of feature maps (n), strides (s) and
kernels.

3) OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The objective function in our paper consists of two parts: the
edge detection loss function(EDLF) lSREdge and the perceptual
loss function lSRPerceptual . Edge detection usually extracts the
drastic changes in the pixels in the image as the edge. Adding
the EDLF lSREdge to the training process of the generator will
reduce the deformation of the generated image. The percep-
tual loss function lSRPerceptual is the weighted sum of the content
loss function lSRMSE [24] and the adversarial loss function lSRGen
[25]. The content loss function lSRMSE is a loss function that
uses the root mean square error (MSE), which can improve
the PSNRs of SR images, but it would blur the details of
images. The requirement of the adversarial loss function lSRGen
is to maximize the probability estimation of the generated
image and the real sample, which is helpful for recovering
the realistic details of an image.

¬ EDLF
We have researched and compared many edge detection oper-
ators and discovered that the Canny operator [26] would
obtain clear details and texture. The main idea of edge detec-
tion is to use a filter to reduce the noise of an image, calculate
the gradient value and direction in an image, and apply the
double threshold strategy to connect the edge. The EDLF is

defined as shown in formula (2):

lSREdge =
1

r2WH

rW∑
x=1

rH∑
y=1

(
C
(
IHRy

)
x,y
− C

(
ISRy
)
x,y

)2

(2)

whereW and H represent the width and height, respectively,
of the LR image. r is the downsampling factor of super-
resolution. IHRy represent the original HR images that satisfy

the condition y.
(
IHRy

)
x,y

represents the pixel value at the

location (x, y) in the HR image. ISRy represents the SR image
generated by G, which satisfies the condition y. C represents
the Canny edge detection function. The expected results of
training is to reduce the value of lSREdge, which can suppress
the generation of unreasonable texture information.

 PERCEPTUAL LOSS FUNCTION
The perceptual loss function lSRPerceptual is shown in for-
mula (3):

lSRPerceptual = lSRMSE + βl
SR
Gen (3)

where the value of β is 10−3. TheMSE loss function is shown
in formula (4):

lSRMSE =
1

r2WH

rW∑
x=1

rH∑
y=1

((
IHRy

)
x,y
−

(
ISRy
)
x,y

)2

(4)
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where W and H represent the width and the height, respec-
tively, of the LR image.

The adversarial loss function lSRGen tends to deceive the
discriminatorD and focuses on the generation of high-quality
images. The definition of lSRGen is shown in formula (5):

lSRGen =
N∑
n=1

[
− logDθD|y

(
ISRy
)]

(5)

where N represents the size of the training data. DθD|y
(
ISRy
)

is the probability that the discriminator DθD|y judges ISRy as
false.

B. ADVANCED RAY CASTING 3D RECONSTRUCTION
ALGORITHM
We apply the SR images generated from the deep learning
method to perform a 3D reconstruction in the IoHT. The ray
casting algorithm is a typical high-quality 3D reconstruction
method. However, the traditional ray casting algorithm has a
large number of rays, which leads to a large time and memory
cost [27].

This paper proposes an advanced ray casting 3D recon-
struction algorithm, which can reduce the number of rays
by selecting an appropriate bounding box. We focus on the
3D reconstruction of an organ (such as the heart, liver and
kidneys), which has a nearly spherical outline. Therefore,
the spherical bounding box is set according to the size of
the organ, and the rays that have no effect on the volume
rendering result are removed.

1) SETTING OF SPHERICAL BOUNDING BOX
Selecting an appropriate bounding box can reduce the number
of rays during rendering [28]. The bounding box should be
as small as possible and should accommodate the 3D data
field. This paper adopts a spherical bounding box to reduce
the number of rays. The measurement of the regular 3D data
field is represented by length, width and height . The radius
of the spherical bounding box is set as:

Radius =
1
2
×Max (length,width, height) (6)

The advantages of the spherical bounding box are listed as
follows: ¬ the number of rays is greatly reduced;  when
the viewpoint position changes, the resampling points do not
need to be recalculated.

2) DATA FIELD REDUCTION ALGORITHM
Calculate the intersection number of the ray and spherical
bounding boxes, and remove the ray that has no effect on the
volume rendering results. The data field reduction algorithm
consists of three steps:

Step 1: Define the equation of the spherical bounding box.
The central coordinates of the 3D data field are

(
0, 0, z′

)
. The

equation of the spherical bounding box can be described as
follows:

x2 + y2 +
(
z− z′

)2
= Radius2 (7)

Step 2: Define the equation for the ray, which can be
expressed by formula (8):

x = x0 + lt
y = y0 + mt
z = z0 + nt

(8)

where (l,m, n) represents the direction vector of the ray, and
(x0, y0, z0) represents one point on it.

Step 3: Calculate the intersection number of the ray
and spherical bounding box. Combine formula (7) and for-
mula (8) to obtain formula (9):

(x0 + lt)2 + (y0 + mt)2 +
(
z0 + nt − z′

)2
= Radius2 (9)

If the solution of formula (9) has two intersections, then the
ray intersects the spherical bounding box. After the judgment
of formula (9), remove the rays that do not intersect the
spherical bounding box, and ensure that each ray intersects
the volume data.

III. EXPERIMENTS
The IoHT represents a set of medical devices and appli-
cations that are connected to healthcare systems via online
networks. The 3D reconstruction algorithm for SRCT images
in the IoHT using deep learning can remotely diagnose the
disease, which directly integrates all medical resources to
serve patients. For performance evaluation of deep learning,
we select 2000 CT images of the liver from the 3D-IRCADb-
01 database [29] (https://www. ircad.fr/research/3d-ircadb-
01/). The 3D-IRCADb-01database is composed of the 3D
CT scans of 10 women and 10 men with liver tumors in
75% of cases. Twenty folders correspond to 20 different
patients, which contain approximately 100 images for each
anonymized patient in DICOM format.

To evaluate the effect of the 3D reconstruction method for
SRCT images in the IoHT using deep learning, we simulate
the method by the computers in the IoHT. First, the original
high-resolution (HR) images obtain the corresponding LR
images by downsampling. The simulated LR images are gen-
erated on ThinkPad S3-490, of which the processor is Intel(R)
Core(TM)i5-8265U CPU@1.60 GHz with 8 GB of memory.
The algorithm of the simulated LR images is realized by
MATLAB 2018b. Second, the EDLF-CGAN algorithm runs
on a computer that is equipped with GeForce RTX 2080Ti
GPU and realized by Python. Moreover, the advanced ray
casting 3D reconstruction algorithm runs in ThinkPad S3-490
for a liver CT image, which is realized by visual studio 2019.

A. EXPERIMENT OF EDLF-CGAN SUPER-RESOLUTION
RECONSTRUCTION
Consider the diagnosis results of two liver tumor patients as
examples. Figure 3 shows two CT images of a male liver
patient who has one tumor in zone IV. Figure 4 shows two
CT images of a female liver patient who has one tumor in
zone III.
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FIGURE 3. CT images of male liver patient who has one tumor in zone IV.

FIGURE 4. CT images of female liver patient who has one tumor in
zone III.

1) GENERATION OF LOW-RESOLUTION IMAGES
Because MATLAB has a library function for resizing the
image, namely imresize function, we apply the imresize func-
tion to perform a downsampling operation for HR images
(downsampling factor is r = 4). The size of the original
HR CT image is 512 × 512 pixels, and the size of the
corresponding LR CT image is 128 × 128 pixels. Crop the
LR image into blocks of 64× 64 pixels without overlapping,
and crop HR CT images into blocks of 256×256 pixels. The
image blocks that correspond to high and low resolution are
employed for training.

In Figure 5, (a) shows the original HR CT images of a male
liver patient who has one tumor in zone IV and (b) shows
the corresponding LR CT images. In Figure 6, (a) shows the
original HR CT images of a female liver patient who has one
tumor in zone III and (b) shows the corresponding LR CT
images.

2) PERFORMANCE OF EDLF-CGAN
¬ QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
We trained EDLF-CGAN on CT images conditioned on their
luminance and contrast labels. For different classic SR algo-
rithms, our algorithm is compared with the Bicubic algo-
rithm [30], SRCNN algorithm [7], DRCN algorithm [8] and
SRGAN algorithm [11]. Figure 7 shows the SR images of
various algorithms for a male liver patient who has one tumor
in zone IV, and Figure 8 shows the SR images of various
algorithms for a female liver patient who has one tumor in
zone III.

FIGURE 5. Results of different resolutions of male liver tumor patient in
zone IV.

FIGURE 6. Results of different resolution of female liver patient who has
one tumor in zone III.

In Figure 7 and Figure 8, (a) represents the original HR
image, (b) represents the corresponding LR image, (c) repre-
sents the SR image of the Bicubic algorithm, (d) represents
the SR image of the SRCNN algorithm, (e) represents the SR
image of the DRCN algorithm, (f) represents the SR image
of the SRGAN algorithm, (g) represents the SR image of the
EDLF-CGAN algorithm with the luminance input condition,
and (h) represents the SR image of the EDLF-CGANwith the
contrast input condition.

The results in Figure 7 and Figure 8 show that the Bicu-
bic algorithm can be easily realized but the details of the
reconstructed image are obviously fuzzy. The experimental
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FIGURE 7. SR images of various algorithms of male liver tumor patient in zone IV.

results of the SRCNN algorithm show that the edge is slightly
visible with a gap compared with the original HR image. The
DRCN can obtain better reconstruction results than SRCNN
but the mean square error is considered as the optimization
goal, which causes the reconstructed image to lack perceptual
information. Compared with the former three algorithms,
SRGAN can reconstruct more high-frequency details of the
image, and the edge is clearer. Our EDLF-CGAN adopts
luminance and contrast as input conditions, and the SR recon-
struction results of the generator are more suitable for CT
images.

We further investigated the effect of different loss func-
tions. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the SR images of different
loss functions for two liver tumor patients.

CGAN+lSRPerceptual : CGAN applies the perceptual loss
function lSRPerceptual .

CGAN+lSRPerceptual + l
SR
Edge: CGAN employs the perceptual

loss function lSRPerceptual and EDLF lSREdge.
The results of Figure 9 and Figure 10 show that the recon-

struction details of the CGAN+lSRPerceptual and SR images are
fuzzy. CGAN+lSRPerceptual + l

SR
Edge is more helpful for restoring

the realistic edge texture and high-frequency details of the
reconstructed image.

 QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
We evaluated the effect of CT image restoration using the fol-
lowing two evaluation indicators: peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) [31] and structural similarity (SSIM) [32].

The PSNR is a statistical analysis indicator that is based on
the gray value of image pixels, which is defined by the mean
square error (MSE) between the original image I (i, j) and the
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FIGURE 8. SR images of various algorithms of female liver tumor patient in zone III.

restored image K (i, j). Generally, the higher the PSNR value
is, the better the image restoration is

PSNR = 10× log10

(
(2n − 1)2

MSE

)
(10)

MSE =
1
mn

m∑
i=0

n∑
j=0

‖I (i, j)− K (i, j)‖2 (11)

SSIM is a similarity indicator of two images. The first
image is the original HR image, and the second image is the
SR reconstructed image.

For the two images x and y, the structural similarity of the
two images is defined as

SSIM (x, y) = l (x, y)α · c (x, y)β · s (x, y)γ (12)

where l (x, y), c (x, y), s (x, y) represent the luminance, con-
trast and structure of the image, and α, β, and γ are greater
than 0.

l (x, y) =
2µxµy + C1

µ2
x + µ

2
y + C1

(13)

c (x, y) =
2δxδy + C2

δ2x + δ
2
y + C2

(14)

s (x, y) =
δxy + C3

δxδy + C3
(15)

where µx and uy represent all pixels in the image x and y; δx
and δy are the standard deviations of the image pixel; and δxy is
the covariance of images x and y.C1,C2, andC3 are constants
that are employed to avoid the error when the denominator of
formulas (13)∼(15) is 0.
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FIGURE 9. SR images of different loss functions of male liver tumor patient in zone IV.

FIGURE 10. SR images of various algorithms of female liver tumor patient in zone III.

In the application, the set α = β = γ = 1, C3 = 0.5C2,
and SSIM is expressed as follows:

SSIM (x, y) =

(
2µxµy + C1

) (
2δxy + C2

)(
µ2
x + µ

2
y + C1

) (
δ2x + δ

2
y + C2

) (16)

The range of structural similarity is 0 to 1. When the two
images are the same, the value of SSIM is equal to 1.

For the SR images of the two liver tumor patients,
the values of PSNR and SSIM of the Bicubic algorithm,
SRCNN algorithm, DRCN algorithm, SRGAN algorithm,
EDLF-CGAN algorithm with luminance input condition, and
EDLF-CGAN algorithm with contrast input condition are
shown in Table 1 and Table 2. It can be seen that the PSNR
value of our EDLF-CGAN algorithm is greater than the
other four representative algorithms. The SSIM value of our
EDLF-CGAN algorithm is close to 1, which achieves a better
reconstruction effect.

For the SR images of two liver tumor patients, the results
of PSNR and SSIM of different loss functions are shown
in Table 3 and Table 4. After combining the edge detection
loss lSREdge with the perceptual loss lSRPerceptual , a higher PSNR
value is obtained. The SR reconstruction image of the percep-
tual loss function lSRPerceptual is smoother and less convincing,

which is caused by competition between the MSE-based
content loss lSRMSE and the adversarial loss lSRGen.

B. 3D RECONSTRUCTION EXPERIMENT
By CT images of two liver tumor patients, 3D reconstruction
is performed. A total of 200 CT images of a male liver patient
who has one tumor in zone IV are selected. A total of 129 CT
images are selected of a female liver patient who has one
tumor in zone III. The size of the CT image is 512 × 512
pixels. Therefore, the dimensions of the two data sets are
512× 512× 200 and 512× 512× 129.

1) PERFORMANCE OF 3D RECONSTRUCTION
In the performance of the 3D reconstruction comparative
experiment, the traditional ray casting algorithm and our
algorithm are employed to reconstruct the CT images of two
liver tumor patients.

Table 5 shows the comparison results of 3D reconstruction.
For two liver tumor patients, our algorithm greatly reduces
the time and memory cost of 3D reconstruction. The tra-
ditional ray casting algorithm has a large number of rays,
which produces a very large time and memory cost. Our
algorithm adopts the spherical bounding box to reduce the
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TABLE 1. PSNR and SSIM of different algorithms of male liver tumor patient in zone IV.

TABLE 2. PSNR and SSIM of different algorithms of female liver tumor patient in zone III.

TABLE 3. PSNR and SSIM of different loss functions of male liver tumor patient in zone IV.

TABLE 4. PSNR and SSIM of different loss functions of female liver tumor patient in zone III.

FIGURE 11. 3D reconstruction results of the male liver tumor patient in zone IV.

number of rays, which greatly improves the efficiency of 3D
reconstruction.

2) RESULTS OF 3D RECONSTRUCTION
To compare the accuracy of the traditional ray casting algo-
rithm with our algorithm, Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the

3D reconstruction results of these two algorithms rotating
around the X, Y and Z axes, where (a)∼(d) are the 3D recon-
struction results of the traditional ray casting algorithm and
(e)∼(h) are the 3D reconstruction results of our algorithm.
Figure 11 shows the 3D reconstruction results of the male
liver patient who has one tumor in zone IV. Figure 12 shows
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TABLE 5. Comparison results of 3D reconstruction.

FIGURE 12. 3D reconstruction results of the female liver patient who has one tumor in zone III.

the 3D reconstruction results of the female liver patient who
has one tumor in ZONE III. Compared with the traditional
algorithm, our advanced ray casting 3D reconstruction algo-
rithm also presents a reasonable reconstruction effect.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a 3D reconstruction method for SRCT images
in the IoHT using deep learning is proposed. First, we adopt
deep learning to obtain SRCT images from low-resolution
images in the IoHT. We propose an EDLF-CGAN algorithm
in the deep learning process, the CGAN is employed to
generate SRCT images with luminance and contrast as the
input auxiliary conditions, which can improve the accuracy
of SR images. An EDLF is proposed to consider the edge
features in the generated SRCT images, which reduces the
deformation of generated image. Second, we employ the SR
images generated from the deep learning method to perform
3D reconstruction. An advanced ray casting 3D reconstruc-
tion algorithm is proposed, which can reduce the number of
rays by selecting an appropriate bounding box. Compared
with the traditional algorithm, the advanced ray casting 3D

reconstruction algorithm can reduce the time and memory
cost.

With the high-accuracy and high-security 3D reconstruc-
tion results [33], the IoHT can remotely diagnose diseases,
which directly integrates all medical resources to serve
patients. On the one hand, the IoHT application of diag-
nosing disease via machine learning and AI is valuable
for the patients to get the high-accuracy diagnosis result.
On the other hand, lightweight security provides patients with
the security of CT image data transmission and the confiden-
tiality of local storage. In the future, the IoHT will exist in
our life in various forms, such as tracking patients’ wearable
health equipment, monitoring the growth of children, pre-
venting the diseases of middle-aged people, and controlling
the status of the elderly. The IoHT would provide convenient
medical treatment and contribute to improving the health of
humans [34].
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